
 

Train for the SLEEPING GIANT LOPPET in just 4 Weeks:   

  

INTRODUCTION 

 
 The key to preparing for a long loppet is to focus on the energy demands that you will be 

utilizing in the event.  So since this event might take you 1 or 3 or 5 hours, aerobic endurance is 
the name of the game. 

 Doing a bunch of short, hard intensity sessions will not help you that much to perform 
compared to longer, “zone 1” (slower speed) skis, mixed with a few longer intervals. 

 “Zone 1” is the speed that the majority of your training should be done.  At this effort level, you 
should be able to talk in complete sentences, and it is quite a bit slower than you would ski on 
the day of the event. 

 Almost all of the intensity you should do is referred to as “Zone 3” or “Anaerobic Threshold”, as 
this is the system you will rely on the most in a longer event.  A simple way to know you are in 
this zone is that you are able to talk in short phrases.  So, for this zone, you should be going hard 
enough that you cannot carry a conversation, but not so hard that you can only say a word or 
two.  It is a speed that you should be able to ski continuously at for 30 minutes or more, and is 
slightly faster than you would ski on the day of the event 

 The efficiency of your technique will go a long way to help you have a successful Loppet.   So if 
you have the chance, get a lesson from a coach, instructor, or a friend – you will certainly be 
grateful at the finish line. 

  “Short”, “Medium” and “Long” skis are obviously not specific times.  What these terms mean to 
for you, depend on your race distance, how long you have been skiing, and how much time you 
are able to commit.  For a skier doing the 20km who has been skiing for 2 years, this might 
equate to 30min, 1 hour, and 1.5 hours, whereas for someone entering the 50km that has been 
skiing for 10 years it might be more like  1hr, 2hrs, and 3hrs.  

 The training program below is based on skiing an average of 4 days per week.  If you are able to 
do more, all the better! Add 1 longer ski and 1 medium to the program.  If can get out a couple 
times per week, not to worry, you can still do it!  Try to get in 1 shorter ski, 1 longer ski, and 1 
hard/interval workout. 
 

      

http://www.sleepinggiantloppet.ca/


TRAINING PLAN (Adaptable to 20km, 35km or 50km Event) 

 

WEEK 1 (Jan 26 - Feb 2): Build base 

1 X short ski 
2 X medium skis 
1 X long ski (30% of race distance) 
Intervals not necessary 
 

WEEK 2 (Feb 3 - Feb 9): Build base, introduce intensity 

1 X short ski  
1 X medium ski 
1 X medium ski with Zone 3 intervals: 5 minutes on, 5 minutes rest X 3-4 reps 
1 Long ski: 50% of race distance 
  

WEEK 3(Feb 10 - Feb 16):  Sustained effort 

1 X short ski 
1 X medium ski  
1 X medium ski with “TEMPO” intensity (Sustained speed that you would like to go in the Loppet) for       
       25% of your event distance.  For 20-45 min continuously. 
1 X Long Ski: 65% of Loppet distance 
 

WEEK 4(Feb 17 - Feb 23):  Sharpen speed + last long ski 

1 X short ski  
1 X medium ski 
1 X medium ski with Zone 3 intensity: 8min /3 min rest X 5-7 reps 
1 X Long Ski: 75% of race distance 

 

WEEK 5(Feb 24 – Loppet):  Reduce volume, maintain speed 

 Don’t try to train too much the week before the Loppet.  The Key at the stage is recovery and 
preparedness, not fitness gains.  

 Try to maintain the number of times you ski, but shorten each one, and don’t do any long skis. 
2 X short ski 
1 X medium ski 
1 X medium ski with “TEMPO” intensity (Sustained speed that you would like to go in the Loppet) for       
       10min X 2 reps 
 
 
 
 
       



SOME ADDITIONAL NOTES: 

 
 It is important to try to stretch.  As you exercise, your muscles will tighten and shorten.  Stiff 

muscles will prevent you from skiing well. 

 For any of the days you are doing some intensity - always do a proper warm-up.  You should be 
sweating before you start.  And at least a 15 minute cool-down.  Never head into the chalet 
huffing and puffing. 

 Do your long skis in the clothes you are planning to wear in the Loppet so that you can work out 
all the kinks and you don’t get any surprise blisters, chaffing, or discomfort. 

 Make sure all your equipment is working well and get things fixed/tuned well in advance. 
 
2 days before the Loppet: 

 Try to do something a bit faster, to wake up the body and get it ready to go! 

 Eat a fairly big dinner, with a higher carbohydrate content 

 Stretch 

 Get a good night sleep 
 

The day before the Loppet: 

 Either completely off, or very short, light exercise (maybe even a short jog) 

 Get those skis waxed up and ready to fly! 

 Stretch 

 Get a good night sleep 
 
The day of the Loppet: 

 Have a good breakfast, but nothing unusual – stick to what you normally eat.  And bring a small 
snack for half an hour before the start. 

 Have fun! (and don’t start too hard…) 
      

HAPPY TRAILS AND GOOD LUCK AT THE SLEEPING GIANT LOPPET! 
      

https://zone4.ca/register.asp?id=3727&lan=1&cartlevel=1

